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Cash and capital management challenges are abundant in the private 

markets investment sector – for both the investor and fund sponsor alike. 

This whitepaper examines cash management from the fund sponsor 

perspective along the dimension of capital activity administration, which 

is fundamental to the goal of delivering optimal IRR.  Spreadsheets and 

manual processes are pervasive in the industry; leading private equity 

firms are paving a new way forward. 

Operational Challenges 

Little doubt exists that private markets – private equity, private 

debt, real estate, natural resources and infrastructure – 

performance and follow-on investor (LP) allocation continue to 

be strong, persistent and at record levels.  While hedge fund 

allocations continue to be strong, most expect private markets 

to propel to the top of the alternative investment allocation 

table in the near future.  Increasingly, successful private markets 

fund sponsors (GPs) continue to add new funds at a healthy clip, 

large institutional investors are increasing allocations to funds, 

separate accounts and funds of one, the LPs interested in 

allocating to private markets is growing rapidly, and competition 

and product differentiation are taking multiple forms including 

‘white glove’ investor interactions – all adding up to severe 

pressures on fund sponsors’ operational infrastructures to deliver 

on the opportunities in front of them. 

Like many other industries, organized, robust, synchronized and 

all-encompassing data management (i.e., “big data”) is the new 

expectation.  Data is the new gold.  Private equity firms – the 

private markets industry, generally – are in the process of 

catching-up with the scale of the challenge and the opportunity 

that awaits those firms that are successful.  As the private 

markets industry growth accelerated, quite fittingly the focus 

and internal operations investment were centered on deal flow 

and investors.  As with many a growth industry, back office 

infrastructure lagged with the general perspective that any 

shortcomings could be overcome by adding human capital 

capacity.  The growth has not slowed, back office pressures 

continue, and the operational challenge has morphed from one 

of efficiency to one of internal control and LP client service 

satisfaction. 

Realities of Spreadsheet-Driven Workflow 

Perhaps more so than nearly any other asset class, asset 

managers focused on private equity funds are heavily reliant on 

spreadsheets and other “office software” products to manage 

capital flows between their investors, their investments, and 

their management companies.  Certainly, the London Whale 

matter brought spreadsheet risks front and center for the 

financial community; that said, it is safe to say that the average 

fund manager has not embarked on an effort anywhere close to 

JP Morgan’s comprehensive risk mitigation actions response to 

that incident.  Several studies have documented what we 

intuitively know:  using spreadsheets to run any process is, by 

definition, error prone.  Organizations do their best to build in 

preventative and detective controls, but most people agree that 

it is not a matter of ‘if’ an error will present itself, it is a matter 

of ‘when,’ ‘how big will it be,’ and ‘how do I (hopefully) fix it!’ 

Several accepted academic studies all lead to the same 

conclusion, with one University of Hawaii study finding that 

88% of spreadsheets contain errors.  One of the most thorough 

and thoughtful studies of spreadsheet errors was undertaken by 

Powell, Baker and Lawson at the Tuck School of Business, 

Dartmouth College, under sponsorship by the U.S. Department of 

Commerce, National Institute of Standards and 

Technology.   
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“In the current study we estimate the quantitative impacts of 

errors in 25 operational spreadsheets from five different 

organizations. Within these 25 spreadsheets we identified 381 

potential errors, of which 117 (31%) were confirmed as errors by 

the developers of the spreadsheet. Among these confirmed 

errors, 47 (40%) had no quantitative impact on the results. 

Among the remaining 70 confirmed errors, the largest error was 

$100 million; however, 9 of the 25 spreadsheets tested had no 

errors at all.” Source: ‘Impact of Errors in Operational 

Spreadsheets, Dartmouth College. 

The private markets asset class has unique characteristics that impact cash 

flows, GP operations, and fund returns.  First and foremost is that the timing 

and amounts of GP investments are generally uncertain, until they are not; 

accordingly, unlike most other asset classes, cash is not funded at inception.  

Rather, the LP makes a funding commitment to the GP, and capital is called 

by the GP over the investment period, perhaps four years on a ten-year fund 

structure.  Similarly, the timing and amount of distributions are obviously 

unknown given the relatively illiquid nature of investments and varying 

strategies on the best exit paths. 

The supposedly mundane task of cash management is quite complex and 

challenging at a GP with any degree of scale in terms of funds and investors.  

Holistic cash projections -- coordinated and understood across all GP 

functions including the deal team, investor relations, accounting and 

treasury, are critical to well-functioning cash management.  Most GP 

treasury functions use a combination of internal systems, spreadsheets and 

email, to attempt maintaining a current, master fund-by-fund and 

management company view of cash projections; no small task to keep 

current and synchronized.  Capturing known cash flows booked in an 

accounting system is straightforward; capturing and staying up-to-date with 

the dynamic and significant cash flows of deal investments, liquidations and 

related investor activity is much more difficult.  These deal-related cash 

flows typically cascade to participating funds of the fund sponsor and then 

down to the individual LP investors.  Accuracy of information and timing is 

everything when it comes down to a GP deal funding date, leveraging 

subscription lines and the need to call enough – but not excess – capital from 

investors within the typical 10-day funding window. 

 

The Conundrum of Delivering ‘White Glove’ Client Service 

Fund sponsors differentiating with ‘white glove’ services extend to investor interactions.  Large seed investors, SMAs, fund of one 

clients and other clients dictate preferences on ‘how’ and ‘when’ they will be communicated with.  There is virtually no limit on 

the unique permutations on ‘white glove’ LP requirements.  Some LPs may require bundling of capital call notices across funds 

held for initial investment purchase capital, follow-on investment capital, fund expenses, and management fees.  Other investors 

limit the number of calls that can be made over a fixed time interval (e.g., no more than one call in a 60-day window).  Other LPs 

state that distributions are not to be made if a call is going to be issued within a short time window thereafter and, therefore, to 

be included in a netted notice; other LPs mandate that no distribution proceeds can be recycled.  Some investors include fund 

expenses and/or management fees within the capital commitment, others do not.  Some particularly significant investors can 

dictate what information is displayed on their investor notices, require supplemental information to be attached, and even state 

the electronic file format type used for notice delivery. Bank and account information are maintained, and closely guarded, and 

relevant details applied to the notices.  Then, once each notice is prepared, it is routed for approvals – sometimes triggering an 

investor relations call to the LP – prior to being released.  All this is commonly managed on a patchwork of spreadsheets and emails.  

Key Capital Activity Management 

Considerations 

Data Management Scope 

 

 Bank balances  
 

 Credit facilities  
 

 Deal/follow-on investment cashflows Co-
investments 
 

 Indirect investments  
 
 Investor capital calls/distributions/fund 

expenses/management fees 
 

 Management company cashflows  
 
 Cash projections 

 
 Cash positioning/payments 

 
Complex legal entity structures and LP 

agreements must be adhered to during cash 

movements 

Specific investor communication profiles drive 

complexity 

Inter-disciplinary process involving deal team, 

investor services team, fund accounting team, 

treasury/finance team 

Challenges of heavy reliance on spreadsheets, 

email and other ‘off-system’ processes 
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Outsourced service providers tend to dictate rigid, standard investor communication templates.  To the extent that fund sponsor 

utilizes multiple service providers in the cash and capital management processes, the GP needs to deal with the reality of 

inconsistent, service provider dictated processes – and often manual intervention to attempt to ‘standardize’ communications for 

investors.   

Forward-thinking GPs with ‘white glove’ investor relations initiatives have 

begun to deploy innovative delivery methods to route investor notices and 

related documentation.  The leading edge in GP thinking is the creation of 

an LP capital activity portal, which is a centralized facility to deliver all 

investor notices and supporting documentation, a repository of historical 

capital activity documentation, and gives the LPs the ability to upload 

documentation for GP consumption (e.g., notice of payment and associated 

transmission details). 

The more funds and more LPs that a fund sponsor is handling, the more 

unwieldly, error-prone and inefficient these cash management processes 

become without an investment in a technology-enabled, enterprise 

solution to deliver on a single source of truth, automated workflows, high 

integrity data processing and handling, and integration with internal and 

external systems. 

The operational challenges of cash management are also expected to be 

synchronized with the deal speed of the GP – precise investment amounts 

and funding dates are typically in flux, until they are not.  What operations 

team has not had all investor notices ready to go only to be told of a change 

in the funding amount?  Perhaps this challenge is solved with a subscription 

line, perhaps not. 

Cash movements and cash movement tracking are also critical to the cash 

management function.  Once capital calls are issued, especially if in 

connection with a major funding event, being able to efficiently stay on top 

of inbound cash transactions across numerous banks and accounts 

concurrently, and identifying instantly where follow-up action is required, 

can often be a challenge.  The sheer number of banking portals that need 

to be accessed and continuously monitored for inbound activity is 

problematic.  Then, credit advices may be missing key data elements, 

payments may be consolidated unexpectedly by the LP, incorrect amounts 

may be deposited, and similar process breaks may occur.  On outbound 

cash, the challenge is typically the number of banking portals that need to 

be accessed, and maintaining proper internal controls, across the plethora 

of cash distributions.   Further complicating cash management are the on-

shore/off-shore investor structures that introduce another layer of master/feeder structure and the requirement that all requisite 

cash flows route through the appropriate chain of blocker funds.  Operationally, the introduction of intermediate legal entity 

bank accounts adds additional cash management complexity as cash transactions need to be known to be available, and then 

immediately re-routed to the next bank account in the chain. 

Sound cash forecasting is tightly coupled with a GP’s ability to operationally deliver on cash management, being on top of cash 

available, cash needs, and cash to be distributed, is critical to establishing a smooth-running cash management operation, and 

providing the opportunity to optimize IRR.  Many GPs with incomplete or inadequate infrastructure, ‘make do’ with spreadsheets 

and email, supplemented with operational cash buffers and short-term financing to keep the cash flows moving. 

Lastly, another area of importance for large global private equity firms is an ability to manage FX exposures across fund families. 

While robust techniques, that fully automate decision making and execution of the whole process of hedging exposures by 

executing spots and forwards trades exist in traditional cash management system, more complex requirements have been 

emerging. For example, the use of different security instruments as FX hedging offsets has expanded into credit facilities -- where 

borrowing in different currencies against existing credit lines creates natural hedges -- drives a requirement for the ability to 

track and analyze such holistic hedging techniques.  This requirement is new and only a few systems can handle it. 

Capital Activity Internal Control Considerations 

 

Preventive Controls 

 Data and transaction access permissioned 
on a user by user basis, with multi-level 
approvals 
 

 Enforced segregation of duties 
 

 Keystone data – settlement instructions – 
protected with firewalls 
 

 System logic locked and controlled 
 

 Multi-level, consistent, enforced 
delegation of authority 
 

 Dual factor authentication on cash 
movements 
 

 OFAC compliance check 
 

Detective Controls 

 All changes to user profiles generate alert 
to appropriate management 
 

 Automatic, active notification of 
large/unusual transactions to key 
management 

 
 Full audit log 
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Subscription Line Financing 

Subscription line financing – also known as commitment facilities -- is 

another liquidity consideration that is tightly integrated with cash 

management and critical to properly managing the function.  Nearly one-

half of private equity funds launched in the past decade are using 

commitment facilities.  Originally created to help private markets funds 

operationally streamline funding of investments, subscription lines have 

recently garnered attention for the ability to delay investor funding dates 

and help boost internal rate of return metrics.  Recent studies by leading 

researchers suggest that when commitment facilities are used aggressively 

and for extended timeframes, fund returns can show a 100 to upwards of a 

500 basis point increase in the internal rate of return. 

Investor expectations around the use of subscription lines are beginning to 

come into sharp focus.  ILPA and the CFA Institute are both weighing in on 

behalf of investors, with the latter’s standards suggesting that IRR be 

reported with and without subscription lines in the event that a line is used 

for more than a 120-day period.  We expect investor transparency demands 

to accelerate, and with that fact will be additional constraining factors to 

consider in the overall funding (and investor communication) equation. 

Subscription line management is another process that is heavily reliant of 

spreadsheets to maintain monthly reporting and stay current on available 

line capacity.  At a minimum, cash management needs to have available an 

accurate understanding of credit capacity, as this will often influence the 

timing and amount of capital called from LPs. More advanced processes and 

cash management systems must provide systematic and algorithmic way of 

recommending using drawdowns against facilities vis-a-vis issuing investor 

capital calls based on specific fund policies, timing, and cash optimization 

routines. A similar optimization process should be used for paydowns 

minimize interest payments and maximize available borrowing capacity. To 

go further into automation and industrialization, cutting-edge cash 

management systems facilitate electronic drawdown/paydown transactions 

directly to banks via SWIFT or eLOA while sourcing daily statements from 

lenders to reconcile balances and accruals on daily basis. Additionally, 

systematic generation facility collateral compliance analytics and reporting 

should be in place to track covenants and triggers within credit agreements 

as it pertains to LP commitments pledged under such credit facilities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hazeltree Private Markets™ helps private 

equity, private credit, real estate and 

infrastructure fund sponsors transform their 

treasury operations into performance. 

 

Key benefits:  

 Centralized cash and capital activity in a 
single treasury platform.  
 

 Unified referential data integrity in a 
‘golden source’ repository. 
 

 Streamlined treasury operations with 
straight-through-processing.  
 

 Optimized and automated actionable 
recommendations.  

 

Key features:  

 Cashboard view of all available liquid 
assets, all credit facilities, in all 
currencies, across all banking and 
counterparty relationships.  
 

 Transaction manager to support complex 
cash transactions. Fully featured payment 
solution with SWIFT, SFTP, and API 
connectivity.  
 

 Legal entity management to create and 
manage complex, hierarchical legal entity 
structures.  
 

 Real-time cash projections management.  
 

 Investor notice management to auto-
generate custom designed investor capital 
calls, capital distributions and other 
capital. 
 

 Hazeltree Optimizer, a ‘suggested actions’ 
algorithm that initiates and monitors the 
use of subscription financing based upon 
fund-specific rules. 
 

 Subscription line management 
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Leading Fund Managers Adopt Enterprise Technology 

The good news is that technology exists to solve for these challenges.  A handful of large or technology-bent GPs have invested heavily 

in building their own cash management platforms.  Most recently, other GPs are becoming familiar with commercially available 

software products – such as Hazeltree Private Markets™ - to solve targeted, acute pain points or investing in institutionalizing the 

entire private markets cash management process. GPs are clearly exploring all options becoming more efficient and better controlled 

while at the same time optimizing cash utilization with the goal of maximizing IRR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               

               

    

 

About Hazeltree 

Hazeltree is the leading Treasury Management solution provider, serving hedge funds, asset managers, fund administrators, insurance 

companies and pension funds with powerful, proactive performance enhancement and risk mitigation capabilities that generate alpha 

from treasury, reduce a range of risks and streamline operations. Hazeltree’s integrated treasury management solution includes 

comprehensive cash management, securities financing, collateral management, counterparty management and margin management 

capabilities. Hazeltree is headquartered in New York with offices in London and Hong Kong. 

 

Hazeltree 

150 West 30th Street 

New York, NY 10001 

www.hazeltree.com 
 

Contact info@hazeltree.com for more information.  
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